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Organs BioScan
VITAL ORGANS

Client: __________________
STATE

REMARKS

Liver

Poor

Liver is overheated and working harder than normal. We will
discuss natural liver detox and energy boost during the healing
session. Also, I will provide breathing exercises to revitalize liver.

Stomach

Poor

This organ is working harder than normal. During energy scan
stomach looked darker than normal. Individuals with this energy
pattern often experience digestive issues. In energy layers of
stomach areas individuals hold their feelings, mainly fears and
anxieties. The result of this energy disbalance is nervousness,
stomach issues, and disruption of flow of energy in the body. Reiki
therapy will revitalize and charge this area with energy, therefore
promoting healing process within this organ.

Heart

Good

Lungs

Good

Brain

Poor

Kidneys

Good

I found that your forehead is warmer than normal. Also, I found
energy bump in the back of the head. Both issues can be resolved
during the healing session.
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Energy Field Alignment Scan
FIELD SHIFT

STATE

Around the

Shifted right

Individuals with this disbalance have tendency to be stubborn and
to defend their point of view till the end. To restore the field to
normal it is important to realize that being inflexible in life can
cause illnesses and that it is important in life to accept other
people the way they are.

Shifted right

Left side of the body does not get enough energy and more health
problems can manifest on the left side. Individuals with this
disbalance have tendency to blame others which results in
accumulation of negative thoughts and emotional patters within
the body. Common pattern in people with this shift is egoism and
perfectionism. It is hard for the individual with this disbalance to
accept difficult life circumstances.

Head

Around the
Body

REMARKS
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Holes and Bumps in Energy Field
AREA

STATE

REMARKS

Head

Bump

I found energy bump in the right side of forehead. It is a result of
overthinking or anxiety. This issue will be resolved during a healing
session.

Neck

Ok

No energy holes or bumps in this area.

Chest

Hole

I found energy hole in the center of the chest. I will fill this area
with positive energy and strengthen etherical double, emotional,
and mental layers in that area.

Solar Plexus

Hole

Thin energy layers near the stomach. This area seems to be colder
than normal. During the healing session I will work with stomach
and boost etherical double and emotional body layers in that area.
Complex of exercises will be provided to improve work of digestive
system.

Abdomen

Ok

No energy holes or bumps in this area.

Reproductive Ok

No energy holes or bumps in this area.

System
Legs

Thin Layer

I found that the energy layers around your lower legs are thinner
than normal. Blood has hard time reaching calves and ancles
resulting in cold feet symptoms. I will strengthen energy layers in
that area during the healing session. Also, physical exercises will be
provided to improve blood flow to lower legs.
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Chakras Health
CHAKRA

STATE

Root
Chakra

Direction: clockwise

REMARKS
Good

Speed: normal
Radius: normal

Sacral
Chakra

Direction:
counterclockwise
Speed: fast

This chakra needs to be balanced during a healing session. This energy
disbalance happens when individuals have weak mind-body connection.
Easy Qigong exercises will be provided to restore balance in this chakra.

Radius: large
Solar
Plexus
Chakra

Direction: clockwise
Speed: slow
Radius: large

Heart
Chakra

Direction: clockwise
Speed: fast
Radius: normal

Throat
Chakra

Direction: clockwise
Speed: slow
Radius: large

Third Eye
Chakra

Direction: clockwise

This energy disbalance manifests when an individual has hard time
accepting their life circumstances. Life lessons are not accepted; therefore,
this individual has hard time digesting life. Need to be balanced during a
healing session. Easy Qigong exercises will be provided to balance and
strengthen this energy center.
Heart chakra spins faster than usual if an individual is not accepting
himself/herself the way he/she is and continue pattern of playing negative
thoughts and feelings in their mind. This chakra needs to be balanced
during a healing session.
This chakra needs to be balanced during a healing session. Disbalance in
this chakra manifests weak immune system. Reiki session will help. I will
recommend effective breathing exercises to boost the immune system.
Good

Speed: normal
Radius: normal

Crown
Chakra

Direction: clockwise

Good

Speed: normal
Radius: normal
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